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The alt-right and the whole nine yards of "Muh Christian Nazism" is more jewish than judaism in itself in trying to sustain the hoax of Rabbi Christ somehow prevalent as some sort of medicine to the jewish danger, which is the same race that hypothetically, hoax rabbi christ is part of.

Quite literally, the jews don't give a shit if you are a ((("Nazi"))) or (((White Supremacist Kosher Certified))), so long you bent your knee to Rabbi Jesus every night, read the Torah daily, sorry I meant the bible.

So long you are an ignorant fuck spiritually and their spiritual slave, they are fine. They are fine with it. So long you are a christian you could have a Swastika on your forehead, and a cross in your forearm, and you would have absolutely no problem with this.

One typical front of disinformation is the front of "Smoloko". This is the website which supposedly gives (((Truth))) and pastry memes about "Exposing jews", while at the same time, promotes Putin, Christianity, and the whole Mossad psyop which is called the mainstream alt-right. Except of the obvious that the alt-right is just filled with jews, let's see what [https://web.archive.org/web/20181013145048/http://smoloko.com/](https://web.archive.org/web/20181013145048/http://smoloko.com/) really stands about.

The jews constantly use slang and other terms which are public, but very deep in jewish culture (only rabbis and jewish VIP's know about these as it's their deepest culture) to show in the public (hidden in plain sight) which side are they really. So for example, we have "Smoloko" which is the title of the site in question.

Smoloko is actually the initials of Solomon Molokho (Initials S.Molokho), who was a crypto-jew who has made his life mission to push Christianity on the Goyim. He believed he was a messiah, and he also was a kabbalistic figure. He was a crypto-jew who was pretending to be a christian in the public to fool people, and was a christian apologist who was burned at the stake by Christians. Reuben David who was the best friend of Smoloko, were actually two jews who tried to subjugate (((Christian Kings))) to do their bidding by offering them the (((hand))) to expand their christian influence.

So as you can see here, "Smoloko" is nothing but jewish operation and jewish apologetics to get the goyim into the trap of christianity again. There is no end to where the jews will get people to be, just to believe in their egregore "Jesus Christ".

Solomon Moloko or Smoloko, the promoter of Christianity for the White Race, more than likely looks like this:
Here is probably where he is posting the propaganda from:

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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